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Intuitive Apprehension that
Goes Beyond Knowledge:
An Interview with Jean Antoine-Dunne
PATRICIA MOHAMMED
Introduction
In August 2017, Dr. Jean Antoine-Dunne was asked to deliver a keynote address at the annual
Caribbean Festival of Arts (CARIFESTA), held that year in Barbados. The title of her paper was
“Derek Walcott: A Crystal of Ambiguities”. Her presentation of Walcott as poet, painter,
playwright, theatrical director, filmmaker, literary giant, and passionate thinker /activist about
the Caribbean ironically parallels much of Antoine-Dunne’s own preoccupations and explorations
of art, literature, film, and Caribbean society. The University of the West Indies and the Caribbean
region have benefitted considerably from her expertise (as a literary theorist, creative writer,
scholar, filmmaker, film theorist and critic, teacher, and activist), which she provided during her
tenure with the St Augustine Campus as a Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of Humanities and
Education.
Antoine-Dunne brings to her work the uniqueness of an original mind. She engages with art forms
through a complex, sometimes arcane, intuitive lens. Her focus is on a diverse range of global and
Caribbean filmmakers, theorists and writers, like Wilson Harris, Gilles Deleuze, Derek Walcott,
Kamau Braithwaite, Sergei Eisenstein and Samuel Beckett. She deciphers meanings and insights
from texts that elude the untrained eye. Under her penetrating gaze our comprehension of the
art forms produced, and worldviews of the Caribbean that they reveal, are both heightened and
deepened.
Jean is not a scholar who comments with neutrality. She claims the conviction of her voice and
the activism of its intent. In her keynote address she observed “art is never an isolated assault,
but rather an ensemble. The true lesson of cinema philosophy or aesthetics is that we feel in
concert and that how we see is orchestrated through arrangements that impact in ways similar
to music, but with even greater force, since the effect is visceral”.1
This attempt to interpret art, Caribbean existentialism, and human rights from abstraction to
recognizable ideas and practices, has emerged from seeing the Caribbean both from within and
from the outside. She lived for long periods in the Republic of Ireland, as well as Trinidad and
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Tobago. But her incisiveness also derives from the command of the English language and an innate
visual intelligence that she has honed over a lifetime of study, application and experience.
This interview captures, in her own words, the formative period of the life of Jean Antoine-Dunne
as artist and scholar. It represents a fraction of the ideas and work that she has contributed to
the landscape of literature, film, and art. It serves as a minor incursion into the busy and
demanding life of a woman who is always imaginatively extending her reach toward the next book
or project.
PM: Jean, you are both a highly respected literary scholar and a critical film theorist and
filmmaker. How did you come to these areas of scholarship and making of art? Did they
choose you or did you choose them?
JAD: I grew up with books and with art. When I was about eight I made up my mind that I would
be a writer, a painter and an actress. I love the stage. I think film fulfills these various desires. I
grew up with film, or at least cinema, since we lived on the corner of Woodford Street and Hollis
Avenue in Arima, Trinidad, and the Windsor Cinema was located close by. My parents had
business premises there, which included a racing pool. We were just a few doors from the Windsor
cinema and the Santa Rosa racetrack was in front of my house in the savannah in Arima; it was
only later relocated to Wallerfield. On race days I was sent off to the cinema, free of charge I think,
so cinema was a kind of familiar activity. I was in the cinema several times a week as a child up
until the time we moved from Woodford Street.

L to R: Aunt Divilia, my mother’s sister, my sister Therese in arms, brother Chris
at back, myself in front of Mum with Jenny Robin.
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Jean Antoine-Dunne, far left in Arima, Trinidad 2010. The year my mother died.
All of her children and some of her grand-children surround her.

PM: What exposure did you have to fiction in particular as a young child/girl/woman growing
up in Trinidad? Did you write, poetry, imaginative fiction as a young girl?
JAD: My father loved reading and I was the eldest girl, so the two of us got into the habit of
staying up until the early hours of the morning reading. My mother, who was from a family of
teachers, also read to us and told us stories. Our helper Marie who, like my mother, was from
Grenada, also spent many hours telling us ‘nancy stories. So I grew up with stories. I still love
storytelling and, in particular, fairy tales. I joined the library when I was very little and I can still
remember asking the librarian to let me borrow books from the adult section before I was a teen.
I had read everything I could find of Dickens by the time I was eleven. There is a little story that
fascinates my children: I ran away from home once and when my father found me, I was at the
library. I think I was then about five or six.
I wrote constantly. I had a “Shakespeare journal” with a drawing I had done of William
Shakespeare when I was in primary school. This contained all my little stories. My writing space
was a corner in my father’s radio shop and my mum, who looked after the account books, must
have thrown it away when cleaning. I still mourn its loss because I never throw anything away. I
wrote my first play and produced it at the Arima Girls’ Government School and all my friends took
part in it—it was an adaptation of Snow White—like a true colonial 8 year old.
I wrote my first novel and completed it two months after Eileen, my first daughter, was born in
1979. It was quite autobiographical, so in retrospect it is a good thing that I burnt it.
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I love poetry more than anything else. As a child I was fascinated by William Wordsworth and, in
particular, by poems such as “Lucy Gray” from Lyrical Ballads. This is essentially a very sad,
romantic poem focusing on the death of a young girl. I suspect I have a morbid preoccupation
with dying. It is also about solitude and I quite like being on my own, even though I enjoy the
company of friends and family, in particular at times like Christmas—I tend to have a regular flow
of visiting friends and family in my rural hideout in Cavan, Ireland. I still recite the lines of “Lucy
Gray”: “Oft I had heard of Lucy Gray: / And, when I crossed the wild, / I chanced to see at break
of day / The solitary child.” I have always loved reciting and, in fact, hold an Ulster trophy for
recitation in the GAA Scór competitions in Ireland.
I have also always written poetry and have quite a collection, but never sent them for publication.
I have a thing about sending stuff to publishers and exposing my work. I guess I never think that
what I do is perfect. My children have got into the habit of taking away my paintings because I will
always try to redo them. But there is also the fact that I have a strange sense of time. I do not feel
time passing as I suspect that other people do. So I think about things and mull over them and the
years pass.
PM:

Can we dwell for a while on your earlier and formative years as a young woman? I noted
that you enclosed a photo of Bishop’s High School students – you were a teacher at
Bishop’s in Tobago but a student at St Joseph’s Convent. What subjects interested you
most as a student and what do you think you tried to convey to your students as a young
teacher?

JAD: I was a student at St Joseph’s Convent in St. Joseph, as were all my sisters. I was awarded the
first Trinidad and Tobago scholarship for English and was meant to be at University of the West
Indies in Mona doing what was then called a special degree in English, but I wanted to stay in
Trinidad so Gordon Rohlehr agreed to oversee my degree and ensure that I did the required
courses. I was committed to teaching in Tobago after graduating, so I spent a year teaching at
Bishop’s High School in Scarborough, Tobago.
As a student at St Joseph’s I was particularly fortunate to have extraordinary teachers of literature,
among them Maevan Healy Singh and Sr. Theresa Corbie. Maevan in particular fed my love of
literature and introduced me to Irish poetry, especially W.B. Yeats.
I also had Diana Wall (Gonorie) who had taught Spanish at UWI, St. Augustine before starting to
teach at St Joseph’s. She was a wonderful inspiration. I think that my teachers taught me to love
literature for its own sake and to understand the rhythms and value of poetry. But most important
of all they taught me the skills of analysis and of creative thought.
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JAD on far left with students of Bishops in Tobago (1975)

I have tried to convey two things in my teaching. My sense that literature teaches us to
understand the world at many levels and gives us a deepened appreciation of that world.
Secondly, that no student should accept everything that she is taught, rather she should rather
question everything and use her own powers of analysis and interpretation.
PM: What was it like leaving Arima and going to school in St. Joseph?
JAD: Well, leaving Arima for St. Joseph every morning was a bit of an adventure in the 1960s. I
grew up around the Arima savannah so I was always in the midst of things and beside the Eastern
Main Road. Niala Maharaj also lived around the savannah and as children we went to each other’s
homes. I remember distinctly running from one house to the next making coconut fudge. Both
our parents were busy business people. Incidentally, I think the name Antoine in Like Heaven2
comes from my father.

PM: Let’s move to your qualifications, what did you study at secondary school, at tertiary level,
and how did these experiences influence your passion for and competences, grasp and
theoretical perspectives, on both literature and film?
JAD: I did my A Levels in Literature, Art (including Art History) and Spanish. I still have a great love
of Spanish Literature. As a highly-visual and single-minded person, I guess you can say that I have
stayed on one path all my life. I had a choice after I left school, and that was between literature
and painting and I chose literature because literary criticism has always come easily to me. I seem
to be able to get into the mind of writers. But what I enjoy most is the analysis of form and the
kinds of philosophical questions that literature poses, so I guess going into theory was a logical
move.
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When I wrote my Master’s thesis it ended with a question, which pointed to a form of visual art
or visual thinking embedding itself in poetry. I wrote a major thesis, which was a comparative
study of the works of John Millington Synge, the Irish writer who reformulated the Anglo Irish
language in his poetic plays, 3 and Kamau Brathwaite, who theorized nation language4. Both
pointed to something beyond writing.
By then I was engrossed in Samuel Beckett, but when I suggested writing a PhD thesis on the
impact of film on his work, academics in Ireland laughed at the idea. That is, except Seamus Deane
(later to be Keough Professor of Anglo Irish Studies at Notre Dame) and Thomas Docherty (now
Professor of Research at the University of Warwick), who were trying at the time to set up a
Master’s programme in film and literature at UCD. Thomas rang me and asked whether I would
like to have Seamus supervise my thesis. Seamus Deane is one of the foremost theorists and poets
in Ireland. He went to school with Seamus Heaney and was a friend of Edward Said, Fredric
Jameson, and Terry Eagleton. The exposure was phenomenal. Working with Docherty and Deane
was very exciting and turned me into a theorist. I could not escape it.
I can also point to the moment when James Knowlson, the great Beckett scholar and friend of
Beckett, stood up at the Beckett conference in Berlin in 2000 and declared that my ideas on the
impact of vibration in Beckett’s work pointed to a new direction for Beckett scholarship. I derived
these ideas primarily from my scrutiny of the illustrated (by Beckett and his drawings) Watt
manuscripts at the University of Texas at Austin, as well as my examination of the Beckett papers
at the University of Reading. In particular, there is a small fragment called “Lightning Calculation”
where Beckett links the creation of an image of thought to light and the idea that light is shaped
by vibration. In essence what Beckett sought to do was to force the reader or the viewer to think
by causing the nerves of the body to vibrate. Light as a motif and as a vehicle (as in the dramatic
work entitled Play) became a way of directly impacting the audience and forcing them to think
differently.
But I find it difficult to let go of my work. I keep on rewriting and adding…
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PM: There is a photograph of you in front of the Alma Jordan Library in 1973. You said that
you were good friends with Niala Maharaj and Roslyn Gajraj. Can you describe the nature
of campus life, including the lecturers who influenced you and the value of these
friendships in terms of thought and ambition forming?

JAD on far left in front of Alma Jordan Library with Roslyn Gajraj, UWI, 1973.

JAD: The library was there and we spent much of our time liming on the front steps. They were
revolutionary days. Niala, Roslyn and I remained friends from elementary school and attended
UWI together. The photo is of Roslyn with Niala’s cousin and me.
I was the Guild Representative and member of Publications at the time that Brian Meeks, David
Abdullah, and Teddy Belgrave were active. I recall a forced takeover of the publications committee
and friends closing down campus at the time. I was also very friendly with members of Tapia, such
as Cheryl Williams, and would have spent a lot of time talking (on the library steps) with Lloyd
Best, Gordon Rohlehr, Lloyd King, and Brinsley Samaroo, among others. I was a very active SPIC5
member as well, with Kenneth Parmasad, and at the same time as Suruj and Anand Rambachan,
even though I am not an East Indian. As you might have noted, I like revolutionary thinkers and
thinking and change makers. I also am very much and have always been an activist.
Gordon Rohlehr has had a strong influence on my work, in particular in the ways that I have linked
popular culture to high modernism. We are both Modernists and Caribbean theorists and we
bring European modernism and philosophy into conversation with Caribbean writing—as indeed
have our writers.
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PM: When did you go to the Republic of Ireland? Did you do your Ph.D. there and subsequently
work there? Can you describe something of your distance and the work and insights that
this distance shaped of the Caribbean, the exposure to other literary and film influences?
You said you wrote for Metro Eireann and the Cavan Leader as well as the Anglo Celt?

JAD with her first daughter Eileen in Ireland.

With daughters Naomi and Eileen, and Seamus Dunne, Belfast,
All Ireland Finals, Special Olympics, 2006.
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JAD: I arrived in Dublin in 1977 and moved to Cavan in 1978. Cavan is in Ulster, one of the three
Ulster counties that remain in the Republic—the province of Ulster was divided in 1921, hence
the “troubles” and the continuing call for a united Ireland.
I had been awarded a postgraduate scholarship from UWI in 1974 and again was meant to be at
Mona under Edward Baugh. However, I left the Caribbean and did not return to academic work
for some time, primarily because I was a full-time mother.
During my time away from academic work, I returned to journalism. I had actually been an art
reviewer for the Trinidad Guardian while a student at UWI in the seventies.
I wrote initially for the provincial papers in Ireland and had a two-page arts forum up until 1991.
I reviewed literally hundreds of books published in Ireland at this time—publishers sent me all
their new stuff. I also reviewed plays, including Seamus Heaney’s Cure At Troy, and art exhibitions.
I interviewed Irish writers, particularly women writers, and even published new poetry by young
writers. It was a wonderful time. I later branched out to writing for a Human Rights newspaper,
Metro Eireann, which was run by a Nigerian journalist. This came about in 2001 when I began
teaching on the Race and Ethnic Studies Masters programme at Trinity College Dublin. This was
also the time of the Celtic Tiger in Ireland, which saw hundreds of African and Asian people arriving
for the first time on Irish shores. There was growing racism, so I began a series called “the
Intercultural Essay”. I had quite a bit of exposure in the press and on television.
I think around this time I became a determined activist, in disability affairs (in which I was already
involved), women’s rights, environmental issues, and the general area of Human Rights. I learnt
to fight and to strategize. I actually led my local community in a four-year battle to save our local
lake and forest from developers.
As the years progressed, I increasingly began to see the similarities between Irish postcolonialism
and Caribbean postcolonialism and it was not surprising to discover that C.L.R James was an iconic
figure at University College Dublin (UCD).
What really stirred me in terms of my scholarly work was the mutual interest in voice. Irish people
love poetry and song and the human voice has a special place. Voice in Ireland is inextricably
linked to revolution. This fuelled my own interest in Caribbean writing and its use of rhythm to
reposition the Caribbean experience. I began to see the similar trajectories of Brathwaite and
Walcott and how their projects mirrored the processes in many instances of Irish postcolonial
writing. This does not mean that they are mimics, but rather that there are mutual concerns and
even experiments.
In terms of my academic career, I began my PhD in 1989 at University College Dublin. I taught for
a while in Modern and American Literature and Film at this institution after being awarded a PhD
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in Cultural Studies and English. I was then made Unilever Newman Fellow in Film and Modern
Literature at UCD in 1997 and travelled to Texas at Austin for three summers exploring the Beckett
archives. I visited every one of the Beckett holdings in those three years, particular at the
University of Reading, which is the home of Beckett scholarship, at Texas at Austin, Trinity College
Dublin, Syracuse University and the University of Washington. I was very fortunate to be heavily
funded for this research. The Newman fellowship fund is well endowed.
I taught at UCD in Film and in Modernism. I later taught at Trinity College Dublin and Waterford
Institute, County Waterford, Republic of Ireland.
PM: What do you consider your major publications or breakthroughs in thought in literature
and film?
JAD: I think a little essay that was published in Samuel Beckett Today/AuJourd ‘hui in 2001 on the
use of cinematic form and the importance of light in Beckett’s work. Every notable scholar working
in this particular area has cited it. I also have to add my recently published monograph, Derek
Walcott’s Love Affair with Film (2017), which was in a sense heralded by my essay in the Routledge
Companion to Anglophone Caribbean Literature in 2011, “Look We Movin Now: The Interface
between Film and Literature” and my 2004 essay “Time and Space in their Indissoluble
Connection”.
But, of course, my book on Walcott contains many of the ideas and theories I have developed
over the years about film’s interaction with literature. In this work, I look initially at the practical
impact of Walcott’s filmmaking and examine The Rig, a film he made in 1983-4. I trace the fact
that so many of his plays and even some poems have been rewritten or began as film scripts,
though in the latter case they have never been produced. This includes Omeros6, which it would
appear actually originated as a film idea. Walcott was obsessed with making films. He tried for
decades, for instance, to make a film of Ti Jean. There are several versions in the archives.
What my book on Walcott discusses primarily, however, is the idea of film as a factor in the
transformation of his ideas and of his form. We all recognize the use of montage cuts in Omeros.
But few note the ways in which the various ghosts and the sense of the past as immanent in the
present actually pervade Walcott’s work. This I read as very much influenced by Walcott’s
experiments and study of cinema. I link this developing idea to Deleuze’s writing on “becoming”
or “making new”. For Walcott film was a vehicle for the creation of something new out of the
detritus or fragments of the past. I am also deeply intrigued by Walcott’s theory of simultaneity.
That is, the way in which the poetic imagination over the ages creates both correspondences
between the past and the present and actually sees essential truths in similar ways despite the
passage of time. Film allows this idea to be made concrete.
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PM: What aspects of the form of film interests you most and why – e.g. history of filmmaking,
style, production techniques and so on.
JAD: That is an easy question: montage theory. First of all, because montage is seductive in the
way it has been theorized over the past hundred years or so. It has been a subject of debate since
the 1920s (in fact since the Kuleshov principle was formulated by Lev Kuleshov in 1918), in
particular in what it reveals of film’s plasticity. Kuleshov in 1918, put forward a hypothesis that
the truly dramatic impact of a film was not to be found in the content of its shots, but rather in
the editing process that joined these shots together; in other words, in the assemblage of parts.
Montage allows us to think of time and space as fluid and without hard borders. It also enables a
sense of time as the interpenetration of past and present.
But perhaps more than anything, the theory of montage as a leap from quantity to quality, as in
the leap to something else, has given filmmakers and writers (in particular in the period of firstand second-wave modernism and including Jean-Luc Godard, Alain Resnais, Alfred Hitchcock,
James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Kamau Brathwaite, Derek Walcott and many others, and
increasingly so) a vehicle for transmitting a sense of the way in which the mind “leaps “ to a
conclusion and goes beyond the actual to imagine new dimensions and create new concepts.
Montage theory therefore goes beyond cinema. The Soviet filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein wrote
extensively on the ways in which both writers and painters, (including Charles Dickens and
Francisco Goya), had preempted the idea of montage in their use of space and of time.
It is interesting that we are seeing a return to early theories of film montage. Of course, montage
is used extensively in advertising and is known to be a mechanism for persuading the viewer.
Many of our young filmmakers are going back to classical montage forms (even the recent work
by Michael Mooleedhar and Christian James7). The Harder They Come, that most iconic film, as
Franklyn St. Juste has pointed out, also uses rhythmic classical montage, which may be one of the
reasons that it is still so contemporary.
Early film theorists sought actively to think film as a new and all-inclusive art that brought all other
arts to fulfillment. Our Caribbean artists and our culture already have this capacity for
syncretism—it is what makes us distinct. Montage theory as derived from film has allowed writers
to think of a way of bringing together all those fragments of history that form part of our own
past; and as a form and as an idea allows the artist to make the gaps in history become visible.
Montage is essentially a way of reshaping narratives or of writing new stories while using the self
same material that historians have used to write the Caribbean and its people out of history.
Early theorists also recognized that film montage has a magical capacity, in that it enables the
realization of the truth of objective reality, while giving free reign to the imagination. So that film,
through montage (or assemblage), is able to give an acknowledgement of the truth of what we
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see and know, what is visible and knowable, but also allows the flight of the imagination and the
reshaping of something new.
PM: Can you elaborate here on how the discovery of “montage” as a form has allowed you to
explore literature and film as related genres. For example, in your monograph Samuel
Beckett and the Film Sense, some of the areas you set out to explore are pathos structure
as an idea that allows Beckett to think about the body and its relation to the world, the
perception of the world, but also to go beyond the constraints of the corporeal.
JAD: Pathos as a formal principle is derived from the use of the golden mean of art. It sees form
as primarily organic, so that everything can in a sense be mapped using a spiral: which in its
mathematical formation originates with the golden section. The basic idea is that two oppositions
lead not to the sum of the parts, but to a leap to a new dimension (of thought) from material to
concept. It is no longer the material, but the spiritual (in the very broadest sense), or the state
that we call ex stasis (ecstasy) that generates an impact that goes beyond the corporeal.
Pathos in film operates through sensory means, or through the body, which are affected by the
form of the work. Think about the way that music makes us move automatically because the
rhythm forces our bodies to react. Thought is generated then not through “logical” or
“intellectual” processes, but because we “feel” and this reaction sends waves to our brain. Beckett
derived his ideas of affective thought and stimuli primarily from film. He sought to transmit
psychological and emotional states directly into the body and then mind of his audience or reader.
This notion of direct projection is perhaps the most important idea that he got from film montage.
Film creates vibrations in the body. Light of course is a result of vibrations. And film, as you know
is “painting in light”. I found an interesting quote recently that states that biophysicists today
recognize that “the molecules in our bodies are actually controlled” by energy frequencies and
that “In 1974, Dr. Colin W.F. McClare, Ph.D., an Oxford University Bio-Physicist, discovered
that frequencies of vibrating energy are roughly one-hundred times more efficient in relaying
information within a biological system than physical signals, such as hormones, neurotransmitters
and other growth factors.” 8
Great filmmakers try to get the beat of the shot right, to make the body respond to the vibrations
of the conflict of shots and the energy released by their arrangement and the way movement in
film causes the body to react (think again of The Harder They Come and the beat of the shot in
this film and its relation to Ivan’s body movement, but also the way that the structure of the film
generates an emotional charge). Beckett sought a similar effect in his use of words.
In terms of how I analyse literature, I look at the form of the work and the way that a writer such
as Beckett structures language and images to create the effects that are similar to those released
by film movement. For example, Beckett uses repetition throughout his work, which sets up a
chime that resonates in the mind. He also uses the close-up as a form of distortion that enables
the projection of psychological states as, for example, in the use of Mouth in the play Not I. The
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close-up gains its effect through the principle of fragmentation. In other words the camera literally
focuses on a part of a body and creates an intense image by bringing it close, the fragment is then
placed within the context of a moving line that maximises its effect and power.
Beckett also references organic montage and pathos structure in the first pages of his novel
Murphy (which, incidentally, was rejected forty two times by publishers). The final explosion in
this novel is a reversal of the principles of film’s pathos structure: images in combination that lead
to an explosion of a new idea in the mind of the viewer.
Beckett also used montage structures for the creation of thought through the body via the gaps
between, or the foregrounding of, difference and dissonance. This is the importance of the gap
or the interstices in his work and in Deleuze’s writings. Homi Bhabha takes his notion of the gap
from Deleuze. It is an extension of the idea I described earlier. If you have two distinct lines of
moving images, something happens in the gap between them. So that while film can be, and is,
used as a form of tendentious movement and propaganda, it also literally forces us to think in the
in-between. This is the most seductive use of film that Deleuze offers us in his reading of European
second-wave modernistic use of montage.
Walcott overtly uses contrapuntal montage in Omeros and, as I have often noted as an example,
this poem even has sequences where the poet uses a soundtrack running beneath a play of
oppositional images and shots as, for example, in the market scene at the start of Chapter VII,
Book One, that begins, “Where did it start? The iron roar of the market.” Walcott also projects
film like images of the past in this poem, for example references to Helen of Troy and scenes from
films. He superimposes present images of Helen as a black woman in St Lucia to show how the
Caribbean imagination assimilates myths and ideas of the past. He also does so to show that the
Caribbean imagination works in a way that is similar to the Greek imagination. In other words,
these bits of the past coalesce to create a new narrative and a new fiction. He further shows
through filmic techniques, in particular towards the end of the poem when Homer rises from the
sea and speaks to the poet (which is a use of special effects), that all great literature evolves from
the carnal—or the fact of the body’s encounter with land and people and history.
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L to R: Jean Antoine-Dunne, Monsignor Patrick Anthony, Derek Walcott, Bishop Thomas Dowd Marie Heaney and
Seamus Heaney, St. Lucia, 2005.

L to R: Sigrid Nama, Derek Walcott and Jean Antoine-Dunne in St Lucia, 2015

PM: Can you describe with examples from your own filmmaking and reading between literary
lines how you use your recent film on Walcott to both reshape narratives or fill gaps in
history, i.e. how and why montage is an important tool for Caribbean filmmakers to fully
grasp. And for those outside of film: why is montage a principle, key, or concept they can
draw on for their own writing and creative work?
JAD: Let us start with the idea of montage. The word comes from engineering and means
“assemblage”. This is a particularly useful idea for the Caribbean and already classically articulated
in Walcott’s The Antilles. We are a culture of fragments, which are in constant reformation.
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Through editing, film re-conceptualizes pieces of objective reality and makes them new.
Historically, as a people, our pasts, have been “reassembled”. So you can see why and how
montage as a principle is so important.
My film uses fragments from both the past and recent times to weave a polyphonic and
multidimensional narrative that creates two very specific ideas: Walcott’s attempt to create an
image of a new culture, or even perhaps civilization, and secondly the projection of this idea into
the minds and hearts of his readers. Omeros,9 for example, shows his determination to create
work that stirs a response in the reader and the viewer. This is very much influenced by his own
reading of film. My documentary also uses montage shots combined together to simulate the
excitement that Walcott felt in his encounter with the natural world of St Lucia. It also seeks to
convey his theory of simultaneity, his theory of how the past continues to exist and influence the
present. An example would be the superimposed image of the Amerindian onto the landscape of
Soufriere in the documentary. This technique images, through special effects and through
montage, both the residual traces of the past on landscape and psyche and also the way in which
language continues to remember that past, as in the way the word “pomme arac” contains the
vestigial trace of the aruac and French presences.
PM: In your special issue of Caribbean Quarterly, “Visions and Revisions: Filming the
Caribbean” you note in your introduction, “The Interpenetration between literature and
film has enabled new ways of thinking about history’s vestigial presence in terms of space
and time.”(p.10) Can we begin to develop this thought, which I found very provoking, and
which is interesting me more and more?
My statement has very little to do with film adaptation, but rather with those as a presence in
Wide Sargasso Sea. Film form, in its use in literature, makes those phantom traces of the past into
something that is visible and that stirs a response in us at a very deep level. I think the very best
example is Zong! by NourbeSe Phillip. The use of fragmentation and of echoes in this work shows
a clear relation to film. Wilson Harris intuited that there was something beyond words that could
potentially be articulated in literature through the creation of new forms linked to ideas gleaned,
in his case, from Amerindian philosophy. His theory of the vestiges that reside in Caribbean
consciousness and in particular his articulation of a concrete image in his use of the “phantom
limb” opens the way for the use of contrapuntal film montage by many of our writers.11 That is a
very big argument, which is explored in my book on Walcott and my discussion of the work of
Harris. Incidentally, Harris quotes from Eisenstein’s posthumous work, Nonindifferent Nature
(Cambridge University Press, 1987), at the start of his 2003 novel The Mask of the Beggar, both of
which are beautiful books.
I can repeat what I said earlier and link it to Harris: film allows the writer and the reader to think
of time as something that is fluid and that no longer sees past, present and future as separate. It
also enables both writer and filmmaker to make space plastic and malleable without making it
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abstract.
PM: I agree that both literature and film allow the creative mind freedom to transform vestiges
that are grey or misty into something more visually graspable and to reorder time and
space to connect narratives that are submerged in the written text, or even oral histories
of societies. Which films in particular in your view in the Caribbean have begun this
complex reorienting of Caribbean history and society by presenting different metaphors?
JAD: Certainly in terms of making the past concrete there are several films: Rue Cases Negres,
with its use of African sound and vestigial traces, and also the images of the old man Medouze
remembering Africa. These elements resonate in the consciousness of the young boy José. Guy
Deslauriers in Aliker, The Middle Passage, and Biguine also makes the ghosts of the past
immanent; for example, the narrator in The Middle Passage is a dead African. I think FrancesAnne Solomon is also a deeply complex filmmaker whose work speaks to personal memory and
the effects of trauma; What My Mother Told Me is a great example of this point. Many of our
filmmakers seek to bring the past and its absences into focus. It is part of what we need to do—
we need to confront our histories.
PM:

In 2015 you set up a conference on disability entitled “Towards Social Integration:
Rights, Roles, Recognition of Persons with Disabilities” and an organization, UWI
Network and Outreach for Disability Education and Sensitization (NODES). Can you
elaborate a bit on this contribution you have made, linking it particularly to your
references to the literary sensibilities missing and the need for creating visibility, and
why? Why is visibility a means of shaping and changing consciousness, attitudes and
practices?

JAD: I was determined to do something to change the rather problematic way that people in
Trinidad and Tobago see those who have disabilities, in particular intellectual disabilities. I made
a decision in 2015 that I would prioritize this work. I gradually found people with similar ideas who
were willing to be activists and we formed NODES. It is based at UWI-St. Augustine. I began by
writing a monthly feature for Trinidad Newsday interviewing parents of persons with disabilities
and people who themselves were disabled. We then held a successful conference in 2015, a
symposium on the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in 2016, and launched
a website. The problem is that I was the catalyst, the organizer, and Chair, so when I retired there
was a gap. I will organize a conference or workshop in 2018. The work is too important and too
necessary to let it die out. I still write for Newsday, which is a newspaper in Trinidad and Tobago.
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Jean Antoine Dunne presenting at the NODES Symposium at the Noor Hassanali Auditorium, UWI, 2016.

As for film and literature, we can look, for example, at people of African descent. If a group of
people lives on the margins of visual culture or literature, both of which feed into how the world
perceives reality, then they continue to be marginalized. Writers and filmmakers have to take the
lead and place those who are at the peripheries at the centre. It is a source of great wonder to
me that there is still only one book that references people with intellectual disabilities to have
emerged from the Caribbean; actually two, since Jennifer Rahim’s recent Curfew Chronicles
(2017) also has a minor character with Down syndrome. It is a small beginning, which may be built
on, since the novel strives to present a positive image of such people.
If artists are the conscience and thinkers of a nation then there is something seriously wrong with
how we in the Caribbean perceive (or do not perceive) persons with disabilities. Since our writers,
in particular, simply do not see people who have disabilities—though oddly enough our writing is
full of characters who have psychiatric illnesses—then it means that persons with disabilities are
truly invisible in our societies. Literature leads the way for how society views itself and the world,
as does film. We need to make people with disabilities not only visible, but also visible as people
who have rights and capabilities, rather than people who are objects of charity or shame or
sympathy.
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PM: What are you working on currently and what do you hope to achieve? Are you building
on past work now that you have the time to explore more fully?
JAD: Retirement has actually meant that I am able to do so much more. I have been travelling a
lot, as well as writing and lecturing. For example, Dr Louise Hardwick of the Department of
Modern Languages invited me to the University of Birmingham in February 2017 to give a series
of public lectures, screenings, and discussions of Caribbean cinema12, which was great fun. I
showed The Harder They Come, Rue Cases Negres, Frances-Anne Solomon’s I is a Long Memoried
Woman and sequences from films such as Alea’s The Last Supper and Shani Mootoo’s Her
Sweetness Lingers. The keynote lecture, “Tracking Signposts to a Caribbean Film Aesthetic”, is on
You Tube.13 I have also continued to write a weekly column for Trinidad Newsday and my Walcott
film was screened at the West Indian Literature conference at UWI-St. Augustine in 2017 and at
the Bocas Literary Festival that same year. It will also be screened as part of a joint venture
between the UWI Open Campus and the Nobel Laureate committee in St Lucia on 15 March 2018.
I also have a great deal of unfinished work. I have promised a few of my students to edit and
publish my collection of essays on Spirit Matters—these grew out of a course I introduced at UWI
about seven years ago. The lectures are there, so it is really a matter of editing them. I still have
to publish my book on Beckett, though several of the chapters have now been published in some
form. The fact is that my interest has now moved beyond Beckett to recent work on philosophy,
especially via and beyond Deleuze. I am also writing my second novel. But I am my own most
severe critic. I hope to continue painting—I thought it was wonderful that one of my paintings
was used as the emblem for the 2017 West Indian Literature conference at St Augustine. It is on
the conference bags and programmes. I also want to make a fiction film.
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“Autumn Woodland”, Jean Antoine-Dunne, Acrylic on Canvas, 36 inches by 28 inches, 2005.
Owned by Owen Tighe and hanging in his premises in Dublin.

PM: Thank you Jean, we look forward to your second novel, your always insightful academic
publications and the next adventure in film. The title I have given to this interview was
culled from a paper you delivered in the University of Kent in Canterbury, Samuel Beckett
and World Literature, May 2016, on Beckett, Brathwaite, Eisenstein, and Deleuze. In your
scholarship you stand equally tall and alongside those giants you have paid homage to in
your work.
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